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Rodlike particles in gas discharge plasmas: Theoretical model
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Recently, complex plasmas with strongly asymmetric~rodlike! particles were investigated experimentally in
rf and dc discharges@V. I. Molotkov et al., JETP Lett.71, 102 ~2000!; B. M. Annaratoneet al., Phys. Rev. E
63, 036406~2001!#. In this paper, a theoretical model is proposed which describes the behavior of such
systems. Major results of the proposed model are the following: Equilibrium charge is calculated for particles
orientated perpendicular and parallel to the ion flux~electric field!; equilibrium states of particles~orientation
angle and levitation height! are obtained; energy of electrostatic interaction between rods is derived, depending
on the mutual orientation. Comparison of experimental and theoretical results shows quite good agreement. In
conclusion, some important theoretical issues as well as possible new experiments are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Crystallization of charged microparticles in a radi
frequency~rf! @1–3# and dc@4–6# discharges was discovere
about one decade ago. This triggered enormous intere
study properties of strongly coupled complex~dusty! plas-
mas. Currently, experimental and theoretical investigation
this field are going on in many laboratories throughout
world. Recent reviews@7–9# discuss various aspects of th
complex plasma crystallization.

So far, almost all complex plasma experiments were p
formed with particles of a spherical form. Also, theoretic
investigations usually neglect the grain shape, assum
spherical particles. It is well known, however, that colloid
suspensions, which have many common properties w
complex plasmas, exhibit variety of possible states in
case of strongly asymmetric particles@10,11#. Along with a
liquid phase, several liquid-crystalline and crystalline pha
have been observed. Difference between these phases
termined by the positional and orientational ordering. J
recently, levitation and formation of ordered structures in
subsystem of very long rodlike particles—needlesor rods
~length-to-radius or aspect ratio varied from 80 up to 240!—
suspended in dc striations and rf sheaths have been rep
@12,13#. Also, levitation of weakly asymmetric grown pa
ticles ~aspect ratio;3) in a rf plasma has been observ
@14#.

The rf discharge experiments with rods@13# were per-
formed in a Gaseous Electronics Conference~GEC! refer-
ence cell@15# filled with krypton or argon gas. The nylo
~density .1.1 g/cm3) particles of diameters 7.5mm and
lengths of 300mm and 600mm were used. Among thos
‘‘monodisperse’’ particles, there was a small fraction of ve
long ‘‘freak’’ particles of 1–3 mm length. Levitation o
needles was observed in a rf sheath, where electrostatic f
on charged particles balances the gravity. The partic
formed a horizontal disk-shaped layer. Longer rods floa
horizontally, mainly in the center of the system, while t
shorter rods settled around vertically—parallel to the stro
electric field of the sheath, as shown in Fig. 1. The horizon
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rods floated near the top of the vertical ensemble in the c
tral region, and near the bottom at the periphery. Usually,
vertical rods arranged themselves in ordered hexago
structures, similar to those observed in experiments w
spherical particles. Levitation of the rods was only possi
for the discharge pressure above 5 Pa and power higher
about 20 W.

For experiments in a dc plasma@12#, the same particles
were used. The experiments were performed in the disch
tube @5# filled with neon gas. The rods were suspended
strong electric field existing inside standing striations. P
ticles formed ordered hexagonal structures in horizontal l
ers, with a few layers evenly spaced in the vertical directi
All the rods, irrespective of the size, were oriented horizo
tally, being aligned in the same direction, as shown in Fig
Similar to the rf experiments, relatively high discharg
power was necessary to levitate the particles. Generall
was more difficult to suspend larger particles. In order
levitate them, a neon-hydrogen mixture was used, wh
caused steepening of the electric field profile inside the st
tions.

FIG. 1. Top view on rodlike particles levitating in a rf shea
~from Ref. @13#!. Dots at the periphery are vertically oriente
‘‘short’’ rods (L5300 mm); ‘‘long’’ particles (L>600 mm) levi-
tate horizontally in the center.
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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In this paper, we make an attempt to formulate a con
tent quantitative approach for description of compl
processes which determine the behavior of rodlike partic
immersed in a plasma with a strong electric field. We anal
relevant physical mechanisms and major plasma proce
involved, and compare theoretical results with experimen
observations. The paper is organized as follows: In Sec
the electric potential distribution around very elongated ro
is defined. In Sec. III, the equilibrium charge on a rod
calculated for particles orientated perpendicular and para
to the ion flux~electric field!. In Secs. IV and V the equilib-
rium states of a rod~orientation angle and levitation heigh!
suspended in external electric field are derived. In Sec.
the influence of the ion drag force on the equilibrium state
discussed. In Sec. VII, the energy of electrostatic interac
between rods is calculated, depending on the mutual par
orientation. Finally, in Sec. VIII, we compare major expe
mental and theoretical results and show that there is q
good agreement between them. We also discuss some im
tant theoretical issues that need to be analyzed in future
well as possible experiments that would allow us to che
the proposed theory more carefully.

II. POTENTIAL OF A UNIFORMLY CHARGED ROD

First, we consider the case ofuniformly chargeddielectric
cylinder ~rod! with the total chargeQ,0, lengthL, and ra-
diusa. Simple integration yields the following expression f
the electrostatic potential around the rod~in the absence o
the plasma screening!:

f r~r,z!5l0@ ln~j11Aj1
2 11!1 ln~j21Aj2

2 11!#,
~1!

j65~ 1
2 L6z!/r,

where l05Q/L is the linear charge density, (r,z) are the
cylindrical coordinates with the origin in the center of th
rod, z is pointed along the rod axis. In the vicinity of th
middle part of the rod,uzu!L and a<r!L, the potential

FIG. 2. Top view on rodlike particles levitating in a dc striatio
~from Ref.@12#!. Irrespective of the particle length, the levitation
always horizontal.
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changes asf r.2l0 ln(L/r)24l0(z/L)2, i.e., the radial poten-
tial distribution coincides with that for an infinite charge
string. Far from the particle, whenAr21z2[r @L, the first
term in the expansion of Eq.~1! corresponds to the isotropi
potential of a pointlike charge,f r.Q/r . The screening be-
comes important atr *lDe , wherelDe is the~electron! De-
bye length.~Both in rf sheaths and dc striations, the ion dr
velocity exceeds significantly the thermal velocity, an
hence, ions do not contribute to the screening.! In experi-
ments,lDe usually exceeds the particle length, and theref
we can use the ‘‘vacuum limit’’ potential~1! for the estima-
tions below.

For conductive particles the self-consistent charge dis
bution is not uniform, but changes along the rod in order
provide constant surface potential. For the cylindrical con-
ductive particle the problem cannot be solved analytica
but we can consider the rod as an axially symmetric el
soid, with the semiaxesL/2 anda. The resulting expression
for the potential around the ellipsoid@16# is more compli-
cated than Eq.~1!, but in fact these expressions converge
the ratioL/a increases. If the parameterL which character-
izes elongation of the particle,

L5 ln~L/a!,

is sufficiently large~for experiments,L/a580–240, so that
L.4.4–5.5), then Eq.~1! and the potential of the conduc
tive ellipsoidal particle coincide with accuracyo(L21): The
self-consistent surface charge density for the ellipsoid is
most constant in the middle@16#, and deviates noticeably
from the uniform distribution only in narrow regions close
the ends:L/22uzu&L/L. Capacity of the rod tends to th
capacity of the conductive ellipsoid,Cr.Q/f r(a,0)
.L/2L @16#.

III. CHARGING OF A ROD

Let us study charging of aconductiverod immersed in a
homogeneous ion flow. Practically, a rod can be called ‘‘co
ductive’’ when the charge~electron! redistribution due to
conductivity is much faster than the plasma processes de
mining the charging. The time scale of the conductive cha
relaxation is of the order of the electron resistivity of th
particle material@17#. For any conductor material, this i
much shorter than the charging time scale due to the pla
absorbtion@18#. Therefore, electrons in the particle redistri
ute themselves in such a way that the resulting surface
tential is kept constant. Hence, instead of calculating the
flux density at each element of the particle surface, it is s
ficient to solve much simpler problem—to determine the
tal ion flux on the particle.

In order to obtain the ion absorption~collection! cross
section. one has to calculate the deflection of the ion tra
tories due to the electric field of the rod. We neglect t
influence of the external~rf sheath or dc striation! electric
field which ~i! polarizes the rod and~ii ! changes trajectories
of ions while they interact with the rod field. As discussed
the preceding section, forL@1 the constant surface poten
tial actually implies the constant charge density. Thus,
assume the uniform surface charge distribution and use
potential given by Eq.~1!. ~In the following section, we dis-
3-2
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cuss how the charge distribution is changed due to the po
ization.! Influence of the external field on the ion trajectori
can be neglected when the external potential does not ch
strongly along the rod, i.e., when its spatial scale is lar
than L. We suppose that this condition is satisfied. In ad
tion, the ion motion is supposed to be collisionless—the
mean free path should exceedL.

Experiments@12,13# show that only two types of the ro
orientation are possible—perpendicular~horizontal! or paral-
lel ~vertical! to the external electric field. Below we consid
these cases.

A. Horizontal rods

The rod axis is perpendicular to the flux of ions. The i
drift velocity, u, exceeds significantly the thermal velocit
vTi

5ATi /mi ~it is typical both for rf sheaths and dc stria
tions, where particles usually levitate!. Equilibrium charge is
determined by the balance of the ion and electron fluxes
the rod surface,Je2Ji50. The flux for the Boltzmann dis
tributed electrons isJe5A2paLnevTe

e2gr @19#, where g r

52LeuQu/LTe[(uQu/Cr)/(Te /e) is the dimensionless par
ticle potential~in unitsTe /e), andvTe

5ATe /me is the elec-

tron thermal velocity. The ion flux isJi52rhLniu, where
the absorption impact parameter~radius! for the horizontal
cylinder,rh5aA112g r /M2, is given by the orbital motion
limited ~OML! expression@20#, M5u/cs is the Mach num-
ber, andcs5ATe /mi is the ion acoustic velocity. We not
again that the particles are assumed to be sufficiently e
gated,L@1 ~conditionrh!L should also be satisfied!. Then
we can neglect the ‘‘end effects’’@21# and obtain the follow-
ing equation for the particle potential~charge! g r :

Ap

2

mi

me

ne

ni
5AM212g re

gr. ~2!

The dependenceg r versusM for the horizontal rod calcu-
lated from Eq.~2! (ne /ni51, argon gas! is plotted in Fig. 3
~solid line!. At small M, the charge asymptotically tends
the value corresponding to an infinite cylinder in an isotro
~bulk! plasma@19#. Note that this value does not depend
the ion temperature as long as the Debye screening ca
neglected~the OML approach is valid! and if Ti /Te!g r .

B. Vertical rods

In the beginning, we neglect the thermal motion of io
and assumeTi50. The rod axisz is pointed upward, and
ions drift down with velocity2u. Then the radial motion
towards the rod in field~1! is given by the following equa-
tion:

r̈̃52
1

2 S 12t

A~12t!21 r̃2
1

t

At21 r̃2
D EQ

Eu

1

r̃
. ~3!

To make formulas shorter we introduced the potential ene
scaleEQ5euQu/L and the initial kinetic energyEu5 1

2 miu
2,

as well as the dimensionless radial coordinater̃5r/L and
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time t5ut/L ~dots denote derivatives with respect tot).
The particle field does not affect considerably the ion mot
along thez axis: Ratio of the energy that ions can gain in t
field, &LEQ , to the kinetic energyEu is &M 22L(EQ /Te).
The ion flux is supersonic, and the self-consistent calcu
tions of the charge~see the end of this section! show that the
factorL(EQ /Te)[g r /2 is about unity. Therefore, the vertica
ion velocity can be approximately considered as const
Then one can set the dimensionless time varying in the ra
0<t<1 while an ion passes the rod (z changes fromL/2 to
2L/2).

The motion of ions that are absorbed by the particle c
be conditionally divided into two stages: At the first stag
ions approach the particle from ‘‘infinity’’ toz;L/2. At the
second stage, they are deflected towards the rod and ge
sorbed at certainz>2L/2. Far from the rod (z@L/2), Eq.
~1! reduces to the Coulomb potential and the resulting fo
in the r direction (}r/z3) is much weaker than the radia
force when the ion passes the rod (}r21, at 2L/2&z
&L/2). Therefore, the relative variation of the radial coord
nate ~with respect to its initial value! is small at the first
stage,;EQ /Eu!1 @22#. Also, the ratio of the radial veloci-

ties that ions acquire at the first stage,;(EQ /miu) r̃, and at

the second stage,;ALEQ /mi , is ;M 21AL21(EQ /Te) r̃. It

is shown below thatr̃&1 ~absorption radius is always les
than the rod length!, and thus the radial acceleration at th
first stage is usually not important. Hence, we can assu
that the ions start atz5L/2 (t50) with the vertical~initial!

velocity 2u. The absorption radius for the vertical rod,r̃v

[r̃(0), is determined by the solution of Eq.~3! with the

initial condition ṙ̃(0)50 and the absorption conditionr̃(1)

50 ~for simplicity, r̃ at t51 is set equal to zero instead o
a/L;1022). Integrating Eq.~3! numerically with these con-

FIG. 3. Dimensionless potential of a rod of lengthL and radius
a, g r52LeuQu/LTe , versus the ion Mach number,M5u/cs . Solid
line corresponds to the horizontal rod@solution of Eq.~2!#, dashed
line shows the high-M limit for the vertical rod@solution of Eq.~6!,
valid for M*3]. Calculations are for argon gas andL5 ln(L/a)
54.5. For reference, dotted line shows the dimensionless pote
of a spherical particle,gs5euQu/aTe , calculated forTe /Ti5100.
3-3
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ditions we obtain the dependencer̃v versus EQ /E u

}M 22(uQu/L) ~Fig. 4, solid line!, from which we can finally
deduce the absorption cross sectionpr̃v

2L2 as a function of
the particle charge and the ion Mach number.

Equation~3! is derived for the potential of a finite cylin
der @Eq. ~1!#. This allows us to take into account the en
effects—deviation from the logarithmic potential of an in
nite string. In order to check how this deviation influenc
the value ofr̃v , we study the equation of ion motion in th
field of the infinite string,

r̈̃.2
EQ

Eu

1

r̃
, ~4!

applying the same initial and absorption conditions. the fi

integral of Eq. ~4! yields the energy conservationṙ̃2

52(EQ /Eu)ln(r̃v /r̃), from which we finally derive the ex-
pression for the dimensionless absorption radius,

r̃v5A2

p

EQ

Eu
, ~5!

shown in Fig. 4 ~dashed line!. Since EQ /E u
[2M 22(EQ /Te)!1, the absorption radius is always small
thanL. We also see that the difference between Eq.~5! and
numerical solution of Eq.~3! is rather small in this range, s
that the analytical expression~5! can be used for the order
of-magnitude estimate.

For certain conditions, the thermal ion motion can chan
significantly the flux on a vertical rod. The role of a finite io
temperature is discussed in detail in the Appendix. We fou
that for relatively high velocities of the ion flux, when th
ratio Ti /Eu is sufficiently low, the thermal motion does no
affect noticeably the ion absorption. Thus, for largeM the
ion flux on the vertical rod,Ji.prv

2niu, is determined by
the absorption radiusrv from Eq. ~5!. Note thatJi on the

FIG. 4. Dimensionless ion absorption radius for the vertical

of the lengthL, r̃v5rv /L, versus the ratio of the Coulomb to io
kinetic energies,EQ5euQu/L andEu5

1
2 miu

2. Solid line shows the
results obtained after numerical integration of Eq.~3!, dashed line is
the analytical approximation, Eq.~5!.
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vertical rod scales as}L2, in contrast toJi}aL on the hori-
zontal rod~neglecting logarithmic dependence!, i.e., the ion
flux on sufficiently long vertical particle can be anomalous
high ~similar effect was observed in probe measureme
see, e.g., Refs.@21,23#!. Substituting the ion flux into the flux
balance, we get the following equation for the high-M limit
of the particle potential~charge!:

Ap

2

mi

me

ne

ni

L

eL
M5g re

gr. ~6!

The dependence ofg r on M for the vertical rod calculated
from Eq. ~6! ~for L54.5) is plotted in Fig. 3~dashed line!.
This high-M limit is valid for M*3. As follows from Eq.
~6!, the rod charge in the high-M limit depends also onL
~almost linearly!. However, this dependence is rather wea
especially for largeM, and we can neglect it.

For smaller drift velocities the contribution of the therm
motion into the ion flux increases, and at lowM the flux
tends to the OML value for an isotropic~bulk! plasma. Cor-
respondingly, the particle potential is represented by the lo
M asymptote for a horizontal rod~solid line in Fig. 3!.
Hence, the dependenceg r(M ) for the vertical rod lies in
between the two curves—solid and dashed lines in F
3—and approaches them asymptotically in the low- a
high-M limits, respectively.

IV. CHARGE DISTRIBUTION ON A ROD IMMERSED
IN ELECTRIC FIELD

In the presence of an external electric field, the induc
nonuniform charge distribution on the surface of a cond
tive rod provides constant surface potential. Consider a
immersed in a weakly inhomogeneous electric field,Eex(Z).
The field is a function of the vertical coordinate~height! Z
and is pointed in the direction opposite toZ. The rod axis is
tilted by anglea with respect to the field direction, as show
in Fig. 5. The longitudinal rod coordinatez ~with z50 at the
rod center! and the vertical coordinate are related byZ5Z0
1z cosa, with Z0 the vertical coordinate~height! of the rod
center and2L/2,z,L/2. Expanding the field around th
rod center,Eex(Z0 ,z)5E01E08z cosa1•••, we get the elec-
tric potential of the external field along the rod,

d

FIG. 5. Orientation of the rod with respect to the external el
tric field Eex.
3-4
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fex~Z0 ,z!5f02E0z cosa2
1

2
E08z

2 cos2a2•••,

with E052f08 ,E0852f09 , . . . functions of Z0. The ap-
proximation of a ‘‘weakly inhomogeneous field’’ means th
the spatial scale of the field variation is much longer than
rod, uE0 /E08u[,E@L. Together with the conditionL@1 this
allows us to omit the termso(L/,E) and o(L21), and use
the following expression for the linear charge density alo
the rod@16#:

l~z!.l01
E0z

2L
cosa. ~7!

We assume that the magnitude of the dipole part of
charge distribution@second term in Eq.~7!# is smaller than
l0, i.e., 1

2 (uE0uL/Lul0u)<1—this allows us to use the Bolt
zmann distribution for the absorbed electrons. The inequa
can be rewritten in a more convenient form:euE0uL/g rTe
<1. ForL5300 mm andTe;1 eV, this establishes the up
per limit for the electric field,uE0u&100 V/cm. For spherica
particles of 3 –10mm in diameter, the field necessary fo
levitation in the rf sheath or dc striation is approximately o
order of magnitude weaker@5,24#. Hence, we conclude tha
this restriction should be satisfied in experiments@12,13#
with rodlike particles.

V. LEVITATION OF RODS IN ELECTRIC FIELD

Now let us study levitation of a rod suspended in an
ternal ~rf sheath or dc striation! electric field. The equilib-
rium state of the rod, the levitation heightZ0 and the orien-
tation anglea with respect to the vertical axis, can be foun
considering the total potential energy of the particle, wh
includes the gravity contribution,mrgZ0. First, we assume
no dependence of the particle charge onZ0 anda. Then the
energy is determined by the well-known expansion@17,25#:

US5mrgZ01Qf02 1
2 dZE02 1

6 DZZE081•••, ~8!

with E0,0 andE08.0 ~note that the expansion also requir
the external field to be weakly inhomogeneous—spatial s
of its variation should be larger than the rod length!. The
dipole term in Eq.~8! is given by theZ projection of the
dipole moment@16#, dZ5di cosa1d' sina, which is due to
polarization@Eq. ~7!#. The longitudinal dipole moment of th
rod, di.

1
24 (E0L3/L)cosa, is much larger than the trans

verse one, d';di(a/L)2 tana, so that we get dZ
.d cos2 a, where

d5
E0L3

24L
,0 ~9!

is the magnitude of the dipole moment@16#. The quadrupole
term in Eq. ~8! is determined by theZZ compound of the
quadrupole tensor of the rod,Di j @16,25#. The tensor trans-
formation yields DZZ5D i cos2 a1D' sin2 a, with D i
. 1

6 QL2 and D'52 1
2 D i the principal values of the tenso

From that we getD ZZ . 1
2 D(3 cos2 a21), where
02640
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QL2

6
,0 ~10!

is the magnitude of the quadrupole moment@16#. Note that
the polarization does not affect the quadrupole moment. S
stituting these results in Eq.~8! and retaining the first three
terms in the electrostatic energy expansion, we obtain

US~Z0 ,a!.mrgZ01Qf02
E0

2L3

48L
cos2a2

QE08L
2

72

3~3 cos2a21!. ~11!

The equilibrium states are determined by the extrema of
~11!. From ]US /]Z050, we get the following for the levi-
tation height:

mrg2QE02
E0E08L

3

24L
cos2a50.

This equation shows that in addition to the gravity a
charge forces, the dipole force contributes to the balanc
vertical direction, mrg5QE01dE08 cos2 a. However, this
force does not affect the balance noticeably: In accorda
with the restriction euE0uL/g rTe<1 which we imposed
for Eq. ~7!, the dipole-to-charge force ratio i
1

12 (L/,E)(euE0uL/g rTe)!1. Thus, the levitation height is
mostly determined by the balance of the gravity and
overall charge forces, such as for a spherical particle. N
that the derived equilibrium is always stable, sin
]2US /]Z0

2.2QE08.0.
We see from Fig. 3 that the magnitude of the dimensio

less potential~charge! of a rod,g r52LeuQr u/LTe , is close
to that of a spherical particle,gs5euQsu/aTe . From that we
get the relation between the rod and sphere char
2L(Qr /L);Qs /a. The rod mass scales asmr}a2L and the
sphere mass asms}a3. Then we conclude that the electr
field necessary to balance the particle weight,E0}m/Q,
should be;L times stronger for a rod, than for a spheric
particle of the same radius. Therefore, rods should levi
;L,E below the level where spherical particles of the sa
radius are suspended. Note also that them/Q ratio for rods
has a very weak~logarithmic! dependence onL, and thus
rods of different length~but of the same radius! should levi-
tate at approximately the same level.

The equilibrium orientation is given by the conditio
]US /]a50 ~torque balance!:

S E0
2L

2L
1QE08D sin 2a50, ~12!

which yields two anglesa50 andp/2, i.e., the vertical or
horizontal orientation of the rod is possible. Condition f
the stable angle, which we get from the second derivative
]2US /]a2}(K21)cos 2a.0, where we introduced the
‘‘orientation parameter’’:

K5S euE0uL
g rTe

D ,E

L
[

2d,E

D
.

3-5
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This shows that the quadrupole moment is important for
orientation—the equilibrium is determined by the compe
tion between the dipole and quadrupole terms in energy~11!.
The dipole torque turns the rod along the electric fie
whereas the quadrupole torque tends to make it horizon
Hence, particles levitate horizontally,a5p/2, whenK,1,
and vertically, a50, when K.1. Using the equilibrium
condition in the vertical direction,mrg.QE0, we eliminate
the dependence onE0 in the expression forK, and applying
the relation betweeng r andQ we derive the following scal-
ing: K}L2a4E08

21(g rTe)
23. If we assume thatg r does not

depend onL and E085const~the latter is usually true for rf
sheaths!, thenK}L2. Therefore, the relative contribution o
the dipole term is stronger for a longer rod: IfL is suffi-
ciently large the rod can levitate vertically, but for smallerL
the horizontal orientation is more preferable.

Let us make an important remark concerning the equi
rium orientation. Figure 3 shows that the value of the parti
charge,Q, might change considerably between vertical a
horizontal orientations. This means that the charge is a
tain function of the angle. Therefore, in general, the inter
tion with the electric field cannot be expressed in terms
the potential energy~similarly, for a particle with the space
dependent charge!. In order to derive the equilibrium orien
tation, it is necessary to study the torque balance. We
present the charge versus angle dependence in the
Q(a)5Q0@11 f (a)#, wheref (a) is a certain even function
of the angle. For the qualitative analysis, let us consider
following simple case:f (a)5e sin2 a, wheree is a constant.
The torque balance is given by Eq.~12! from which ~using
the conditionmrg.QE0) we obtainK02(11e sin2a)350,
whereK0 corresponds toQ0. This equation has a solutio
for a certain angle, 0,a* ,p/2, if K0 is within the follow-
ing range:

1,K0,~11e!3. ~13!

Simple analysis shows that this solution is always unsta
but insteadboth a50 andp/2 become stable. This mean
that two ‘‘phases’’ can coexist, consisting of identical ro
levitating either vertically or horizontally, with the numbe
fractions 2a* /p and 122a* /p, respectively. WhenK0 is
out of the ~13!, there is only one stable orientation—
horizontal forK0,1 and vertical forK0.(11e)3, such as
in the case of a constant charge.

VI. ROLE OF THE ION DRAG FORCE

In addition to the gravitational and electric forces, the i
drag force associated with momentum transfer from mov
ions can influence the equilibrium states of the rods. Be
we estimate the magnitude of the ion drag force acting on
horizontal and vertical rod. For monoenergetic ions the
drag force isFid5nimiu

2s, wheres5sc1ss is the corre-
sponding momentum transfer cross section@26,27#. It con-
sists of the collection part (sc, due to the ion absorption! and
the orbital part (ss, due to the elastic scattering in the fie
of the rod!.

The absorption cross section is determined by the abs
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tion radius,rh,v . For a horizontal rodsh
c52rhL, whereas

for a vertical rod,sv
c5prv

2 . To estimate the scattering cros
section, we consider two ranges of the impact parame
‘‘Large’’ r*r* ;L and ‘‘moderate’’rh,v<r&r* . At large
r, the electric potential is of the~screened! Coulomb form,
and therefore the contribution of this range to the scatter
cross section is roughly the same for both orientatio
;pL2(EQ /Eu)2 ln(lDe /r* ) @28#. @We remind that for our
conditions ions are~super!sonic and, hence, do not contrib
ute to the screening.# At moderater one can use an approx
mate expression for potential~1! at r!L. We also assume
that ions are deflected weakly. For a horizontal rod the
flection angle is.p(EQ /Eu), which yields the following
contribution to the scattering cross sectio
;p2L2(EQ /Eu)2(r* 2rh)/L, whereas for a vertical rod~us-
ing the kinetic energy conservation! we get
;pL2(EQ /Eu)2 ln(r* /rv). Thus we can finally estimate th
scattering cross sections for the horizontal and vertical r
(rh,v!L!lDe),

sh,v
s ;pL2S EQ

Eu
D 2

3H @p1 ln~lDe /L !# ~horizontal!

ln~lDe /rv! ~vertical!.

Let us evaluate the role of the ion drag force for the co
ditions of experiments@12,13#. We choose the following
plasma parameters:ni;ne;108 cm23, Te;1 eV, and con-
sider the rod withL;300 mm andL/a;102. For M*1, we
obtain that the ion drag on a horizontal rod is mostly asso
ated with the elastic ion scattering, while for a vertical r
the absorption dominates. Comparison of the ion drag fo
with gravity givesF id /mrg&331022 for both orientations.
This allows us to conclude that for typical experimental co
ditions, the ion drag should not noticeably influence the r
equilibrium.

VII. INTERACTION OF CHARGED RODS

Rodlike particles levitating in rf sheaths or dc striatio
interact with each other and for certain conditions arran
themselves in ordered structures, as shown in Fig. 1. In o
to reveal features of the interaction and understand differe
from the case of spherical particles, one has to study the
coupling energy of rods. Rods are polarized due to the p
ence of electric field, and the charge distribution along
rod axis is determined by Eq.~7!. Using the formulaf r(r )
5*2L/2

L/2 l(z8)ur2z8u21dz8, we derive the following expres
sion for the potential around the rod~in the cylindrical coor-
dinates!:

f r~r,z!5S l01
E0z

2L
cosa D @ ln~j11Aj1

2 11!

1 ln~j21Aj2
2 11!#1

E0r

2L

3cosa~Aj2
2 112Aj1

2 11!. ~14!

The deviations of Eq.~14! from the potential of a uniformly
charged rod@Eq. ~1!# are the polarization terms proportion
3-6
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to E0. At large distances~but within the Debye sphere,r
&lDe), Eq. ~14! has the following asymptotic multipole ex
pansion~in spherical coordinates!:

f r~r ,u!5
Q

r
1

d

r 2
cosa cosu1

D

4r 3
~3 cos2u21!1O~r 24!,

wherer 5Ar21z2 and cosu5z/r. The dipole and quadrupol
momentsd and D are given by Eqs.~9! and ~10!, respec-
tively.

Experiments@12,13# show that vertically and horizontally
levitating particles never mix but separate into two ‘‘phase
as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, in order to study interact
within these phases it is sufficient to consider cases of h
zontal or vertical particles separately. The pair coupling
ergy of two parallel rods with the centers separated by
distance (r,z) is

Urr ~r,z!5E
2L/2

L/2

l~z8!f r~r,z1z8!dz8. ~15!

Now we can investigate major possible configurations
evant to experiments@12,13#.

A. Horizontal rods with parallel axes

This case is shown in Fig. 6~a!. Two horizontally levitat-
ing rods (a5p/2) have parallel axes (r.0 and z50 in
cylindrical coordinates, oru5p/2 andr 5r in spherical co-
ordinates!; the dipole moment equals zero. Substituting p
tential ~14! into expression~15!, after simple integration we
derive the coupling energy as a function of spherical coo
nates:

U rr
h~r ,p/2!52Ll0

2Farcsinh
1

r̃
2Ar̃ 2111 r̃ G ,

FIG. 6. Top view on three configurations of a pair of paral
rods:~a! Horizontal rods with parallel axes;~b! horizontal rods with
common axis;~c! vertical rods with parallel axes.
02640
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where r̃ 5r /L is the dimensionless distance between
rods. The multipole expansion yields

U rr
h~r ,p/2!5

Q2

r
2

QD

2r 3
1O~r 24!. ~16!

Using expression~10! for the quadrupole momentD}Q, we
find that the relative correction of the charge-quadrup
term to energy~16! is .2 1

12 r̃ 22. Hence, starting fromr
.L the charge-quadrupole and higher terms do not play
important role in pair interaction, and the coupling is actua
determined by the charge-charge term only, such as in
case of spherical particles.

B. Horizontal rods with common axis

This case is shown in Fig. 6~b!. Two horizontal rods have
common axis (r50 anduzu.0 in cylindrical coordinates, or
u50 and r 5uzu in spherical coordinates!. Of course, we
assume thatr exceedsL. The coupling energy is

U rr
h~r ,0!5Ll0

2F2r̃ ln
Ar̃ 221

r̃
1 ln

r̃ 11

r̃ 21
G ,

with the multipole expansion

U rr
h~r ,0!5

Q2

r
1

QD

r 3
1O~r 24!. ~17!

The relative correction of the charge-quadrupole term
. 1

6 r̃ 22. Thus, it is sufficient to retain just the first charg
charge term atr *L.

C. Vertical rods with parallel axes

This case is shown in Fig. 6~c!. Vertically oriented (a
50) rods are separated byr.0 andz50 in the cylindrical
coordinates, oru5p/2 and r 5r in spherical coordinates
The rods have the induced dipole moments, and the coup
energy is

U rr
v ~r ,p/2!52Ll0

2Farcsinh
1

r̃
2Ar̃ 2111 r̃ G

1
L

24S E0L

L D 2Farcsinh
1

r̃
13r̃ 2

7

3
Ar̃ 211

2
4

3
r̃ 2Ar̃ 2111

4

3
r̃ 3G .

Due to symmetry, the charge-dipole interaction terms can
out, and the multipole expansion contains the charge-cha
dipole-dipole, and charge-quadrupole terms:

U rr
v ~r ,p/2!5

Q2

r
1

2d22QD

2r 3
1O~r 24!. ~18!

l
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Contribution of the dipole-dipole coupling is negligible
since d2/QD[ 1

24 (euE0uL/g rTe)
2!1, in accordance with

the condition imposed for Eq.~7!. The relative correction of
the charge-quadrupole term,.2 1

12 r̃ 22, is small at distances
longer than the rod length.

The derived asymptotic expansions for the pair coupl
energy, Eqs.~16!–~18!, allow us to conclude that the inte
action between the rods suspended in an external ele
field is very similar to the interaction between the spheri
particles. Despite of the fact that the potential of the rodl
particle can have considerable dipole and quadrupole te
the charge-charge coupling prevailsat distances about th
rod length and higher.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Experiments@12,13# performed with rodlike particles in r
and dc plasmas revealed a few general and interesting
tures common for both types of the discharge. First of al
was rather difficult to find a proper range of discharge
rameters where rods can be suspended—e.g., relatively
discharge power was necessary, as we mentioned in th
troduction. Simultaneous levitation of rods and spherical p
ticles of similar diameter in a rf sheath demonstrated t
spheres are always suspended higher than rods. This a
with our theoretical results described in Sec. V, where
showed that the charge-to-mass ratio for rods is alw
smaller than that for spheres of the same radius. Hence
order to levitate rods, much higher gradients of the elec
static potential in sheaths or striations are necessary.
gradients increase with rf or dc discharge power—this is
reason why relatively high power is necessary in exp
ments.

Another interesting feature is that both in rf and dc d
charges, the rods in horizontal planes arrange themselve
hexagonal structures. Also, in dc discharges it was poss
to form multiple layer clouds, with an almost equidista
layer separation. Crystal structures formed by rods look v
similar to those observed in experiments with spherical p
ticles @1–5,29,30#. These observations support the results
Sec. VII, where we analyze electrostatic coupling betwe
rods and show that it should be, in general, very similar
the interaction between spheres. This ‘‘similarity in intera
tion’’ can also relieve significantly the numerical simulatio
of plasma crystals formed by rodlike particles: In order
calculate the coupling energy, it is quite sufficient to use j
first three terms in the multipole expansion of the rod pot
tial, i.e., treat rods as pointlike particles with given charg
dipole, and quadrupole moments.

The major difference found between the experimental
sults @12,13# for rf and dc discharges is the following: In d
plasma, all rods~‘‘short,’’ of L.300 mm, and ‘‘long,’’ of
L*600 mm) were always oriented horizontally, but in
plasma short particles were suspended vertically, whe
long particles levitated horizontally. Also, the latter seems
be in contradiction with theoretical conclusions made in S
V—short rods should levitate horizontally, but for suffi
ciently long particles the vertical orientation is more pref
able. However, the theoretical analysis of equilibrium sta
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in Secs. IV and V requires the external electric field~which
provide the levitation! to be weakly inhomogeneous—th
spatial scale of the field variation,E should be larger than
the rod lengthL. The field inhomogeneity is estimated a
,E.0.6 mm for experiments in rf sheaths@13,31#, and is
believed to be a few times larger for experiments in dc st
tions @5,12#. Hence, we can use the weakly inhomogeneo
field approximation for the analysis of experiments in
plasmas, where the condition,E*L is satisfied both for
short and long rods. This approximation is also applicable
short particles in rf sheaths. For long rods in a rf dischar
however, one has to take into account the strong field in
mogeneity.

Let us apply the results of Sec. V for the analysis
particle orientation observed in the experiments. It is con
nient to rewrite the orientation parameter in the formK
5(2Le2mrg/L)(,E /g r

2Te
2). The first factor characterize

size and mass of a rod, while the second one is a functio
local plasma parameters. The orientation of identical p
ticles in different plasma conditions is thus determined
the value of the second factor, i.e., by three parameters:,E ,
g r , andTe . For short particles in rf sheath we estimateK
.1.5, assumingg r.3.5 ~high-M limit ! and Te;1 eV.
Therefore,K can exceed unity and the short rods shou
orient themselves vertically, in accordance with the expe
mental observations. In dc striations, where all gradients
much weaker compared to those in rf sheaths, one can ex
much smaller Mach numbers and thus—higher values ofg r
~see Fig. 3!. In addition, the electron temperature is believ
to be much higher in striations@5,12# ~in the head of a stria-
tion, the electron energy spectrum is dominated by the e
gies close to the first excitation level, which is.16.6 eV for
neon!. Contribution of higherTe andg r to the expression for
K can easily overcome the increase due to higher,E and
thus make the resulting value of the orientational param
smaller. Therefore, in dc striationsK can be less than unity
and then the short rods levitate horizontally. The orien
tional parameter is increased logarithmically for long ro
@by .(15–20)%], butthis relatively small variation might
not be sufficient to set the orientation parameter above
threshold unity. Presumably, this is why long rods also le
tate horizontally in dc striations. Thus, one can see that
proposed theory for the orientation~Sec. V!, when appli-
cable, is in qualitative agreement with experiments.

For long particles in rf sheaths, i.e., when the field
strongly inhomogeneous (,E,L), the balance of torques
which determines the rod orientation is quite different fro
that derived in Sec. V. Let us consider the vertically orien
rod in the limit,E!L. In this case, a significant electric fiel
exists only in the vicinity of the lower tip of the rod. There
fore, the torque due to the dipole moment should be re
tively small ~compared to the weakly inhomogeneous cas!.
In contrast, the quadrupole moment torque should be
creased, since the center of the electric force will be shif
from the center downward to the lower tip. Thus, the verti
orientation is obviously unstable in the strongly inhomog
neous case, and the only possible orientation is the horizo
one. Note that sometimes very long freak particles~of
1 –3 mm length! were observed in a rf sheath floating ho
3-8
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zontally. This agrees with our theoretical conclusions ma
in Sec. V: The charge-to-mass ratio for horizontal partic
has very weak logarithmic dependence on the length,
thus rods of quite broad length spectrum might be levitat

One can think about new ‘‘dedicated’’ experiments whi
would allow us to test the model more carefully. First of a
using rods of various lengths and/or diameters, one can
tain an equilibrium orientation angle as a function of parti
sizes, and compare this with the theoretical predictions. P
ticularly interesting issue to check is the possible coexiste
of two ‘‘phases’’ consisting of identical rods, levitating eith
vertically or horizontally. Such an experiment would al
allow us to verify another important prediction—rath
strong dependence of the charge on the orientation~see Fig.
3!: Observing difference in the levitation height of horizon
and vertical rods, one can easily estimate the charge di
ence. Another important experiment might be to compare
behavior of dielectric and conductive~coated! rods of the
same size.~So far, there has been only one experiment w
rods coated with a thin conductive layer@32#. It did not re-
veal, however, any difference in the behavior of the coa
and noncoated particles.! Experiments where the mixture o
rods of different sizes or rods and spherical particles are u
can help us to explore possible phase states of complex
mas with strongly asymmetric particles. Also, investigati
of waves and instabilities in such systems would help us
test recently published theories@33,34#.

The model proposed in this paper is an attempt of con
tent theoretical analysis of complex plasmas with stron
asymmetric~rodlike! particles. Obviously, this model canno
provide universal description of the problem—there are v
ous important physical processes which are not taken
account. For example, we limited the consideration by
case of conductive particles. The analysis of charging of
electric particles oriented along the electric field~ion flux!,
being quite a difficult problem, might nevertheless be ve
important for interpretation of experiments. Also, we deriv
only asymptotic expressions for an equilibrium charge
vertical rods, in the limits of low and high ion Mach num
bers. Of course, the range of moderate Mach numbersM
;1, needs to be studied more rigorously. Taking into
count ion-neutral collisions and plasma screening can be
portant, when considering relatively long particles~about 0.5
mm and longer! and/or high pressures~about 50 Pa and
higher!: In this case, all the characteristic lengths—parti
length, ion mean free path, and the screening~Debye!
length—become of the same order of magnitude. And fina
charging and equilibrium states of rods in strongly inhom
geneous electric fields need to be investigated.
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APPENDIX: ION FLUX ON VERTICAL ROD; FINITE ION
TEMPERATURES

Consider the rod oriented along the flux of ions having
finite temperatureTi . The thermal velocity dispersion in th
02640
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azimuthal direction implies nonzero angular momentu
which results in the appearance of a term}r22 in the effec-
tive potential energy for the radial ion motion@21#. This can
significantly change trajectories of ions as they appro
closer to the rod. Hence, we have to include into consid
ation the thermal angular momentum. Then, instead of
~4! the resulting equation for the radial motion~averaged
over the thermal distribution! is

r̈̃52
EQ

Eu

1

r̃
1

Ti

Eu

r̃v
2

r̃3
. ~A1!

If the radial motion at the initial momentt50 is neglected

@ ṙ̃(0)50#, then integrating Eq.~A1! we get the following
for the energy conservation:

ṙ̃252
EQ

Eu
ln

r̃v

r̃
2

Ti

Eu
S r̃v

2

r̃2
21D . ~A2!

Equation~A2! demonstrates that the absorption radius for
vertical rod cannot exceed a limiting value,rv

lim , determined

by the conditionṙ50 at r5a, which yields the equation
(rv

lim/a)25112(EQ /Ti)ln(rv
lim/a). This limitation appears

because at smallr the angular momentum term chang
faster than the electrostatic potential energy, and ions ca
approach the central axis infinitely close. AssumingEQ /Ti
@1, we can roughly estimate the upper limit for the abso
tion radius asrv

lim/a;A(EQ /Ti)ln(EQ /Ti).
In order to derive the absorption radius, one has to in

grate Eq.~A2! with the absorption conditionr̃(1)5a/L. So-
lution of Eq.~A2! depends on two parameters~or their com-
binations!: b5(L/a)2(Ti /Eu) and EQ /Ti . It turns out that
the absorption condition can only be satisfied whenb is
sufficiently small and we are below the curve shown in F

FIG. 7. ~a! Transition value of parameterb5(L/a)2(Ti /Eu)
versus the ratioEQ /Ti , whereL anda are the length and radius o
the rod, andEQ5euQu/L andEu5

1
2 miu

2 are the Coulomb and ion
kinetic energies. Forb>b tr the ion absorption is strongly affecte
by the thermal motion, forb!b tr the thermal motion is negligible
The curveb5b tr shows the transition between two regimes.~b! Ion
trajectories for these regimes: If the thermal radial motion is
taken into account forb.b tr , then all ions are absorbed atzlim

<z<L/2.
3-9
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7~a!: The absorption radius equalsrv
lim at the curveb

5btr , and decreases monotonically asb decreases. Atb
→0 the absorption radius tends to the asymptote determ
by Eq. ~5!. Low b implies high Mach numbers, sinceb
[2M 22(L/a)2(Ti /Te). Therefore, in the high-M limit the
absorption radius can be approximated by Eq.~5!, and the
particle potential~charge! is determined by the solution o
Eq. ~6! shown in Fig. 3~dashed line!. The range of Mach
numbers for this limit can be evaluated from the conditi
b&b tr . From Fig. 7~a! we haveb tr.8 –9 @for the range
EQ /Ti[g r(Te /Ti)/2L;20–40, assumingTe /Ti;102 and
g r;3], and thus, the high-M limit is valid for M
*A2(Ti /Te)/b tr(L/a);3.

For smallerM, when the parameterb is high enough (b
.b tr) the absorption conditionr̃(1)5a/L for Eq. ~A2! can-
not be satisfied. In accordance with the solution, all ions w
r<rv

lim are absorbed in the rangezlim<z<L/2, wherezlim

.2L/2 is the lowest absorption coordinate, as shown in F
7~b!. Therefore, ifb.b tr , the concept that the initial radia
velocity of the absorbed ions is equal to zero fails: Some i
can have infinitely larger at z→1`, but due to thethermal
motion towards the center they approach the rod sufficie
close and can be absorbed. This can be understood from
,

s.

v,

-
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simple scaling: The radial thermal motion is important wh
the time which is needed for thermal ions to be absorb
~which is, using OML approximation, of the order of a fe
aAg rTe /Ti /ALEQ /mi;a/vTi

) becomes comparable wit

the time during which ions pass the rod (.L/u). From that
we get the condition (L/a)2(Ti /Eu)[b.const, which is es-
sentially the boundary shown in Fig. 7~a!. @Note that the
dependenceb tr versusEQ /Ti is very weak~almost logarith-
mic!, and since the variation ofEQ /Ti}g r is limited by a
factor of a few~see Fig. 3!, the boundary can be approx
mated byb.const.# Thus, we can interpret the curve in Fig
7~a! as a transition boundary between the two regimes, w
the ion thermal motion affects the absorption stronglyb
*b tr), or weakly (b!b tr). For b*b tr the ion absorption at
the lower part of the rod, at2L/2<z&zlim , is due to the
thermal radial motion. Asb increases further (M decreases!,
zlim approachesz5L/2 and the fraction of the ‘‘thermal’’
ions in the total flux grows. Eventually, we end up with th
case of an isotropic plasma, when the total ion flux on
rod is given by the OML expression for a cylindrical partic
@19# (Ji.2rTLnivTi

with rT.aA2g rTe /Ti). Hence, at

smallM the particle potential is given by the low-M asymp-
tote for a horizontal rod shown in Fig. 3~solid line!.
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